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Unlocking Equity And Trusts Unlocking The Law
Explains how artificial intelligence is pushing the limits of the law and how we must respond.
Key Facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law, including LLB, ILEX and post-graduate conversion
courses. The Key Facts series provides the simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential
facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly. Key features include: * Diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the
key points * Structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts * Charts and tables to break down more
complex information New to these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the facts
easier to retain. Key Facts books are supported by the website www.UnlockingTheLaw.co.uk where you will find
extensive revision materials including MCQs and Key Q&As.
Thoroughly updated, this second edition is an ideal introduction and guide to the legal requirements and processes
affecting international transactions.
The fusion of law and equity in common law systems was a crucial moment in the development of the modern law. In this
volume leading scholars assess the significance of the fusion of law and equity from comparative, doctrinal, historical and
theoretical perspectives.
Unlocking Land Law will help you grasp the main concepts of the subject with ease. Containing accessible explanations
in clear and precise terms that are easy to understand, it provides an excellent foundation for learning and revising Land
Law. The information is clearly presented in a logical structure and the following features support learning helping you to
advance with confidence: Clear learning outcomes at the beginning of each chapter set out the skills and knowledge you
will need to get to grips with the subject Key Facts summaries throughout each chapter allow you to progressively build
and consolidate your understanding End-of-chapter summaries provide a useful check-list for each topic Cases and
judgments are highlighted to help you find them and add them to your notes quickly Frequent activities and self-test
questions are included so you can put your knowledge into practice Sample essay questions with annotated answers
prepare you for assessment Glossary of legal terms clarifies important definitions This edition has been extensively
rewritten and updated to include discussion of recent changes and developments within the module, including the issues
arising from the decisions in Swift v 1st Ltd v Chief Land Registrar and Scott v Southern Pacific Mortgages Ltd and their
implications in registered land cases. It also reviews the law of implied trusts post Stack v Dowden and Jones v Kernott .
The books in the Unlocking the Law Series get straight to the point and offer clear and concise coverage of the law,
broken-down into bite-size sections with regular recaps to boost your confidence. They provide complete coverage of
both core and popular optional law modules, presented in an innovative, visual format. Visit www.unlockingthelaw.co.uk
for access to free study resources, including multiple choice questions, key questions and answers, revision mp3s and
cases and materials exercises.
First comparative study of major special needs financial planning mechanisms, namely guardianship, enduring/lasting
powers of attorney, and special needs trusts.
Detailed, thorough and authoritative new edition of Moffat's Trusts Law.
The second edition of A Sourcebook on Equity and Trusts in Australia follows the structure of the second edition of Equity
and Trusts in Australia and provides a selection of primary legal materials with accompanying commentary and
discussion, covering the principal areas of equity and the law of trusts taught in Australian law schools. Fully revised and
updated, the second edition features a new chapter on the termination of trusts and includes extracts from recent
decisions. Cases have been carefully selected based on the needs of undergraduate law and Juris Doctor students
approaching this subject for the first time. Detailed commentary accompanies the case extracts, giving a clear account of
the facts and issues considered by the court. Chapters contain problems and discussion questions designed to enhance
student learning.
Constitutional and administrative law (public law) is an essential element of all law degrees. Unlocking Constitutional and
Administrative Law will ensure that you grasp the main concepts with ease, while giving you an indispensable foundation
in the subject. This revised fourth edition is fully up to date with the latest key changes in the law and constitutional
developments. The UNLOCKING THE LAW series is designed specifically to make the law accessible. Each chapter
contains: aims and objectives; activities such as self-test questions; charts of key facts to consolidate your knowledge;
diagrams to aid memory and understanding; prominently displayed cases and judgments; chapter summaries; a glossary
of legal terminology; essay questions with answer plans. The series covers all the core subjects required by the Bar
Council and the Law Society for entry onto professional qualifications as well as popular option units.
Jurisprudence offers a comprehensive overview of legal theory and philosophy. Written in plain English, it examines and
demystifies the discipline's major ideas, promoting a deeper understanding of the social, moral and economic dimensions
of the law. It critically assesses the major schools of jurisprudential thought throughout history and to the present, from
Plato and Aristotle to Enlightenment thinkers, postmodernists and economic analysts. The book challenges students to
reconsider their moral intuitions in light of established theories. This edition examines recent debates and literature in
legal philosophy. It features new material on scientific advances in cognition and human behaviour in relation to the law.
The book expands significantly on its discussion of natural law theory, evolutionary jurisprudence and theories of justice.
Special attention is paid to the revival of theological natural law, challenges to legal positivism, assessments of
Scandinavian realism and critiques of law and economics from the Austrian economic perspective.
Equity and trusts law is a vibrant and fast-moving area of the legal system.Unlocking Trusts will ensure that you grasp the
main concepts with ease providing you with an essential foundation to equity and trusts law. The book explains in
detailed, yet straightforward, terms: Historical outlines of equity Constructive trusts Introduction to trusts Secret trusts and
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mutual wills The 'three certainties' test Private purpose trusts Constitution of an express trust Appointment, retirement
and removal of trustees Exceptions to the rule that equity will not assist a volunteer Duties and powers of trustees
Formalities for the creation of express trusts Variation of trusts Discretionary trusts Breach of trust. Resulting trusts This
fourth edition is fully up-to-date with the latest developments in the law and now includes all significant new cases plus
more detail on recent judicial developments in proprietary estoppel and the doctrine of proportionality.
Presenting practical answers to fifty typical exam questions, this new edition helps students to penetrate and understand
the complexities of equity and trusts. Traditionally a difficult subject for those approaching it for the first time, special care
has been taken to present the subject as a whole in a structured way, with basic matters examined first before moving on
to more difficult concepts. Incorporating new questions and answers, this new edition has been fully updated to include:
recent case law e.g. Choithram v Pagarani 2001, Pennington v Waine 2002, Twinsectra v Yardley 2002, Duggan v
Governor of Full Sutton Prison 2004 discussion of the Charities Bill 2004 the implications of the Trustee Act 2000.
Clarifying the mysteries surrounding the study of equity and trusts, this book contains essential advice and examples
which illustrate how to successfully answer examination questions on the subject.
The extensively updated seventh edition of Unlocking Equity and Trusts will help you grasp the main concepts of Equity
and Trusts with ease. Using straightforward language and explaining the law in a clear manner, it provides an excellent
foundation for learning and revising. Each chapter in the book contains: Aims and objectives; Activities such as self-test
questions; Charts of key facts to consolidate your knowledge; Diagrams to aid memory and understanding; Prominently
displayed cases and judgements; Chapter summaries; Essay questions with answer plans; Glossary of legal terms. The
Unlocking the Law series is designed specifically to make the law accessible to students coming to study a topic for the
first time. All titles in the series follow the same formula and include the same features so students can move easily from
one subject to another.
Unlocking Land Law will help you grasp the main concepts of the subject with ease. Containing accessible explanations
in clear and precise terms that are easy to understand, it provides an excellent foundation for learning and revising land
law. The information is clearly presented in a logical structure and the following features support learning, helping you to
advance with confidence: clear learning outcomes at the beginning of each chapter set out the skills and knowledge you
will need to get to grips with the subject; key facts summaries throughout each chapter allow you to progressively build
and consolidate your understanding; end-of-chapter summaries provide a useful check-list for each topic; cases and
judgments are highlighted to help you find them and add them to your notes quickly; frequent activities and self-test
questions are included so you can put your knowledge into practice; sample essay questions with annotated answers
prepare you for assessment; glossary of legal terms clarifies important definitions. This edition has been extensively
rewritten and updated to include discussion of recent changes and developments within the module. These include the
decision in Marr v Collie [2017] UKPC 17 and its implications on implied trusts and rights in the family home; Regency
Villas Title Ltd v Diamond Resorts [2017] EWCA Civ 238, which has reviewed the definition of an easement; Smith v
Molyneux [2016] UKPC 35, which revisits the law on consent to a licence in adverse possession cases, and, not least,
the interesting decision in Baker v Craggs [2018] EWCA 1126, which considers what constitutes a legal estate in land
under s 2 Law of Property Act 1925.
The regulation of technology is an important and topical area of law, relevant to almost all aspects of society. Technology
Law: Australian and International Perspectives presents a thorough exploration of the new legal challenges created by
evolving technologies, from the use of facial recognition technology in criminal investigations to the rise and regulation of
cryptocurrencies. A well-written and fascinating introduction to technology law in Australia and internationally, Technology
Law provides thorough coverage of the theoretical perspectives, legislation, cases and developing issues where
technology and the law interact. The text covers data protection and privacy, healthcare technology, criminal justice
technology, commercial transactions, cybercrime, social media and intellectual property, and canvasses the future of
technology and technology law. Written by leading experts in the field, Technology Law is an excellent resource for law
students and legal professionals with an interest in the area.
UNLOCKING CRIMINAL LAW will help you grasp the main concepts of the subject with ease. Containing accessible
explanations in clear and precise terms that are easy to understand, it provides an excellent foundation for learning and
revising Criminal Law. The information is clearly presented in a logical structure and the following features support
learning helping you to advance with confidence: Clear learning outcomes at the beginning of each chapter set out the
skills and knowledge you will need to get to grips with the subject Key Facts boxes throughout each chapter allow you to
progressively build and consolidate your understanding End-of-chapter summaries provide a useful check-list for each
topic Cases and judgments are highlighted to help you find them and add them to your notes quickly Frequent activities
and self-test questions are included so you can put your knowledge into practice Sample essay questions with annotated
answers prepare you for assessment Glossary of legal terms clarifies important definitions
Unlocking Company Law is the ideal resource for learning and revising Company Law. This 4th edition has been extensively
updated, and this, along with its many pedagogical features, makes it the ideal companion for students studying Company Law.
Each chapter in the book contains: • aims and objectives; • activities such as self-test questions; • charts of key facts to
consolidate your knowledge; • diagrams to aid memory and understanding; • prominently displayed cases and judgments; •
chapter summaries; • essay questions with answer plans. In addition, the book features a glossary of legal terminology, making
the law more accessible.
Routledge Q&As give you the tools to practice and refine your exam technique, showing you how to apply your knowledge to
maximum effect in an exam situation. Each book contains essay and problem-based questions on the most commonly examined
topics, complete with expert guidance and fully worked model answers that help you to: Plan your revision: introducing how best to
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approach revision in each subject Know what examiners are looking for: identifying and explaining the main elements of each
question to help you understand the best approach providing marker annotation to show how examiners will read your answer
Gain marks, and avoid common errors: identifying common pitfalls students encounter in class and in assessment providing
revision advice to help you aim higher in essays and exams Understand and remember the law: using diagrams as overviews for
each answer to demonstrate how the law fits together The series is also supported by an online resource that allows you to test
your progress during the run-up to exams. Features include: multiple choice questions, bonus Q&As and podcasts.
www.routledge.com/cw/revision
This 2004 book provides acomprehensive account of the American law of restitution.
This book identifies a set of principles and corresponding tax settings that countries may apply to cross-border income derived by,
through, or from a trust and will appeal to international tax practitioners, administrators, policymakers, academics, and students.
Offers a distinctive account of the rule of law and legislative sovereignty within the work of Albert Venn Dicey.
Did you hear that equity and trusts law is boring and old-fashioned? Equity and Trusts Law Directions is a lively and engaging text
that challenges such preconceptions. The text is written in an informal, engaging and lively manner with an emphasis on
explaining the key topics covered on equity and trusts courses with clarity. Gary Watt draws on varied sources to demonstrate how
equity and trusts law applies to the world around us including news items and extracts from artistic, including literary, works. The
substantive content of the text is designed to emphasize the relationship between equity, trusts, property, contract, and restitution
to enable you to map out connections between related legal ideas. There is also a focus on modern cases in the commercial
sphere to reflect the constantly changing and socially-significant role of trusts and equity. A number of learning features are used
throughout the text encouraging you to engage with the subject-matter, test your knowledge and check your understanding of the
law. These features include self-assessment questions and exercises, chapter summaries, diagrams, and guides to further
reading. Online Resources Centre An Online Resource Centre accompanies this book, providing additional support for both
students and lecturers. Student resources: * Video clips giving an introduction to equity and trusts along with three mini-lectures
presented by Gary Watt * General guidance on answering essay questions and problem scenarios * Pointers to answering selfassessment questions and exercises in the text * Key legal developments since publication * Web links to further primary sources
and commentary to aid your understanding * Flashcard glossary to help test your knowlegde of key terms Lecturer resources: *
Test bank, comprising 200 multiple choice questions with answers and feedback
There are approximately 150 million people of African descent in Latin America yet Afro-descendants have been consistently
marginalized as undesirable elements of the society. Latin America has nevertheless long prided itself on its absence of
U.S.-styled state-mandated Jim Crow racial segregation laws. This book disrupts the traditional narrative of Latin America's legally
benign racial past by comprehensively examining the existence of customary laws of racial regulation and the historic complicity of
Latin American states in erecting and sustaining racial hierarchies. Tanya Katerí Hernández is the first author to consider the
salience of the customary law of race regulation for the contemporary development of racial equality laws across the region.
Therefore, the book has a particular relevance for the contemporary U.S. racial context in which Jim Crow laws have long been
abolished and a "post-racial" rhetoric undermines the commitment to racial equality laws and policies amidst a backdrop of
continued inequality.
Since the publication of its first edition, this textbook has become the definitive student introduction to the subject. As with earlier
editions, the seventh edition gives a clear understanding of fundamental legal concepts and their importance within society. In
addition, this book addresses the ways in which rules and the structures of law respond to and impact upon changes in economic
and political life. The title has been extensively updated and explores recent high profile developments such as the Civil
Partnership Act 2005 and the Racial and Religious Hatred Bill. This introductory text covers a wide range of topics in a clear,
sensible fashion giving full context to each. For this reason An Introduction to Law is ideal for all students of law, be they
undergraduate law students, those studying law as part of a mixed degree, or students on social sciences courses which offer law
options.

Equity and Trusts is an ideal textbook for undergraduate courses on the law of trusts and equitable remedies. It provides
a clear, current and comprehensive account of the subject through which the author’s enthusiasm and expertise shine
through, helping to bring to life an area of the law which students often find difficult. Beginning with the core principles,
Professor Hudson reinforces the key points by means of clear examples throughout each chapter, helping students to
build and develop their own knowledge of equity and trusts.
Equity and Trusts in Australia, second edition provides undergraduate and Juris Doctor students with an accessible
introduction to equity and trust law.
This engaging introduction explores the key principles of equity and trusts law and offers students effective learning
features. By covering the essentials of each topic, it ensures students have the foundations for success. The law is made
relevant to current practice through chapters that define and explain key legal principles, and examples and exercises set
the law in context and make the subject interesting and dynamic by showing how these rules apply in real life. Key facts
sections and summaries help students remember the crucial points of each topic and practical exercises offer students
the opportunity to apply the law. This updated edition offers added features, in particular comprehensive lists of further
reading and also a glossary of key terms. Every chapter has been updated and new case law has been added. Exploring
clearly and concisely the subject's key principles, this should be every equity student's first port of call.
Providing fresh insights and understandings about educationally ‘successful’ minority ethnic pupils, this book examines
the views, identities and educational experiences of those pupils who are undoubtedly ‘achieving’, but who tend to
remain ignored within popular concerns about under-achievement. Combining a broad analysis of minority ethnic pupils’
achievement together with a novel, detailed case study of an educationally ‘successful’ group, the British-Chinese, this
book examines a fascinating angle on debates about the reproduction of social inequalities. In this thought-provoking and
highly accessible book, the authors: review the theoretical and policy context to issues of ‘race’, gender, social class
and achievement discuss the role of teachers and schools explore Chinese parents’ views of their children’s education
and explain how these families ‘produce’ and support achievement investigate British-Chinese pupils’ views on their
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approaches to learning and their educational identities examine the relationship between aspirations and educational
achievement consider the complexity and subtlety of racisms experienced by ‘successful’ minority ethnic pupils. This
timely and authoritative book contributes to the ongoing debates about levels of achievement among minority ethnic
pupils and is an essential book for all researchers, students, education professionals and policy-makers.
"As we look ahead to the recovery from the COVID-19 crisis, Making Money Moral could not come at a better time."
—Jamie Dimon, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, JPMorgan ChaseThe math doesn't add up: Global financial
markets can no longer ignore the world's most critical problems. The risks are too high and the costs too great.In Making
Money Moral: How a New Wave of Visionaries Is Linking Purpose and Profit, authors Judith Rodin and Saadia Madsbjerg
explore a burgeoning movement of bold and ambitious innovators. These trailblazers are unlocking private-sector
investments in new ways to solve global problems, from environmental challenges to social issues such as poverty and
inequality. They are earning great returns and reimagining capitalism in the process. Pioneers in the field of sustainable
and impact investing, Rodin and Madsbjerg offer first-hand stories of how investors of every type and in every asset class
are investing in world-changing solutions—with great success. Meet the visionaries who are leading this movement: The
investment managers putting trillions of dollars to work, like TPG, Wellington Management, State Street Global Advisors,
Nuveen, Amundi, APG and Natixis; The asset owners driving the transition, like GPIF and PensionDanmark; A new
generation of entrepreneurs benefiting from the investments, like DreamBox Learning, an innovative educational
technology platform, and Goodlife Pharmacies, which is disrupting the traditional notion of a pharmacy; The corporations
that are repurposing their business models to meet demand for sustainable products and services, like Ørsted; and The
nonprofits that are reimagining how to raise money for their work while creating significant value for investors, like The
Nature Conservancy. In their book, Rodin and Madsbjerg offer a deep look at the most powerful tools available
today—and how they can be unlocked. They reveal: Who the investors are and what they want; How innovative products
and investment strategies can deliver long-term value for investors while improving lives and protecting ecosystems; How
leaders can build strategies and prepare their organizations to enter and expand this dynamic market; and How to
measure impact, understand critical regulations, and avoid potential pitfalls. A roadmap to making the financial market a
force for good, Making Money Moral is a must-read for those seeking private-sector capital to address a big problem, as
well as those seeking both to mitigate risk and to invest in big solutions."Judith Rodin and Saadia Madsbjerg identify an
important new way of looking at money: from the root of all evil to the fount of all solutions. Their timely, important book
on impact investing is full of powerful insights and compelling examples they've seen firsthand. Their work will be sure to
accelerate momentum toward a more sustainable world." —Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Harvard Business School Professor
and Author of Think Outside the Building: How Advanced Leaders Can Change the World One Smart Innovation at a
Time
This is the second edition of Principles of Equity and Trusts , the concise new textbook from Alastair Hudson – the author
of the definitive classic, Equity and Trusts. Through clear and careful analysis, the author explains what the law is, its
foundational principles, and its social and economic effect. By beginning with the core principles on which this field is
based, even the most complex academic debates concerning express, resulting and constructive trusts, the family home,
charities law and other equitable doctrines become comprehensible and interesting. This book offers a fresh, lively and
often humorous account of Equity and Trusts. Through easy-to-follow worked examples and analysis of the case law,
Alastair helps you to answer problem questions and to prepare coursework. The author shows how the law affects real
people in real situations. Each chapter begins with a clear and concise introduction to the core principles. It contains
numbered headings for ease of navigation and advice on studying this subject. Students also have access to Professor
Hudson’s ever-popular supporting website, which has had hundreds of thousands of hits over the years. It has over 50
brief podcasts on key issues which have been specially re-recorded to coincide with the publication of this book. That
website also contains detailed lectures, a variety of videos explaining the law and guidance on tackling assessments.
Characterised by the passion and enthusiasm for his subject matter that make Alastair Hudson’s classic textbook so
popular, Principles of Equity and Trusts is sure to be a winner with both academics and students alike.
Unlocking Equity and Trusts will help you grasp the main concepts of Equity and Trusts with ease. Containing accessible
explanations in clear and precise terms that are easy to understand, it provides an excellent foundation for learning and
revising. The information is clearly presented in a logical structure and the following features support learning helping you
to advance with confidence: Clear learning outcomes at the beginning of each chapter set out the skills and knowledge
you will need to get to grips with the subject Key Facts summaries throughout each chapter allow you to progressively
build and consolidate your understanding End-of-chapter summaries provide a useful check-list for each topic Cases and
judgments are highlighted to help you find them and add them to your notes quickly Frequent activities and self-test
questions are included so you can put your knowledge into practice Sample essay questions with annotated answers
prepare you for assessment Glossary of legal terms clarifies important definitions The Unlocking the Law series is
designed specifically to make the law accessible. Each chapter opens with a list of aims and objectives, and contains
diagrams to aid learning. Cases and judgments are prominently displayed, as are primary source quotations. Summaries
help check your understanding of each chapter, there is a glossary of legal terminology. New features include problem
questions with guidance on answering, as well as essay questions and answer plans, plus cases and materials
exercises. All titles in the series follow the same formula and include the same features so students can move easily from
one subject to another. The series covers all the core subjects required by the Bar Council and the Law Society for entry
onto professional qualifications as well as popular option units. The series website www.unlockingthelaw.co.uk provides
free resources such as multiple choice questions, key questions and answers, revision podcasts and cases and materials
exercises.
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The Unlocking the Law series makes the law accessible. Each chapter contains activities such as quick quizzes and selftest questions, key facts charts to consolidate your knowledge and diagrams to aid learning. Cases, judgments and
primary source quotations are prominently displayed. Summaries help you understand each chapter, there is a glossary
of legal terminology. New features include problem questions with guidance on answering, as well as essay questions
and answer plans, plus cases and materials exercises. All titles in the series follow the same formula and include the
same features so students can move easily from one subject to another. www.unlockingthelaw.co.uk provides free
resources such as multiple choice questions, key questions and answers, revision mp3s and cases and materials
exercises.
"Unlocking Trusts brings the law to life with diagrams, key facts charts and activities to ensure that you engage with, and
fully understand, trusts"-Course Notes is designed to help you succeed in your law examinations and assessments. Each guide supports revision
of an undergraduate and conversion GDL/CPE law degree module by demonstrating good practice in creating and
maintaining ideal notes. Course Notes will support you in actively and effectively learning the material by guiding you
through the demands of compiling the information you need. • Written by expert lecturers who understand your needs
with examination requirements in mind • Covers key cases, legislation and principles clearly and concisely so you can
recall information confidently • Contains easy to use diagrams, definition boxes and work points to help you understand
difficult concepts • Provides self test opportunities throughout for you to check your understanding • Illustrates how to
compile the ideal set of revision notes • Covers the essential modules of study for undergraduate llb and conversion-tolaw GDL/CPE courses.
A comprehensive and practical guide to investment trusts. These investment vehicles have been underused by investors
in the past, but that is set to change now that the Retail Distribution Review has banned commissions and put investment
trusts on a level playing field. The book explains what investment trusts are and focuses on how to construct and run a
trust portfolio. It offers investors, both experienced and novice, a concise and jargon free guide to these lucrative
investment vehicles.
Key Facts Key Cases: Equity & Trusts will ensure you grasp the main concepts of your Equity & Trusts module with
ease. This book explains the facts and associated case law for: • The nature of a trust, the creation of express private
trusts and purpose trusts • Constitution of trusts • Types of trust: secret, protective and discretionary, resulting and
constructive and charitable • Trusteeship and the powers and duties of trustees • Varying trusts • Breach of trust and
available remedies Key Facts Key Cases is the essential series for anyone studying law at LLB, postgraduate and
conversion courses. The series provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain all of the material
essential for passing your exams. Each chapter includes: • diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise key points •
structured headings and numbered points to allow for clear recall of the essential points • charts and tables to break
down more complex information Chapters are also supported by a Key Cases section which provides the simplest and
most effective way to absorb and memorise essential cases needed for exam success. • Essential and leading cases are
explained • The style, layout and explanations are user friendly • Cases are broken down into key components by use of
a clear system of symbols for quick and easy visual recognition
Fully updated edition offers coverage of new topics and a more student-friendly design, while retaining the original style
and features.
Why is there so much violence portrayed in the media?What meanings are attached to representations of violence in the
media?Can media violence encourage violent behaviour and desensitize audiences toreal violence?Does the
‘everydayness’ of media violence lead to the ‘normalization’ of violencein society?Violence and the Media is a lively
and indispensable introduction to current thinkingabout media violence and its potential influence on audiences.Adopting
a freshperspective on the ‘media effects’ debate, Carter and Weaver engage with a host ofpressing issues around
violence in different media contexts - including news, film,television, pornography, advertising and cyberspace.The book
offers a compellingargument that the daily repetition of media violence helps to normalize and legitimizethe acts being
portrayed. Most crucially, the influence of media violence needs to beunderstood in relation to the structural inequalities
of everyday life. Using a widerange of examples of media violence primarily drawn from the American and Britishmedia to
illustrate these points, Violence and the Media is a distinctive and revealingexploration of one of the most important and
controversial subjects in cultural andmedia studies today.
This collection of essays, written by leading commentators from across the common law world, examines a range of
topics concerning Equity and Trusts in the commercial context. The essays investigate the way in which doctrines
derived from the equitable jurisdiction interact with and shape various areas of the law, including company law,
commercial law and agency law. Subjects considered include the difficulties in identifying trust assets in the commercial
context; the court's role in supervising the trust; and the remedies available in cases of fiduciary or trustee wrongdoing.
This book will be of interest to both academics and practitioners working in these difficult areas of equity and commercial
law.
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